BACKGROUND Penny Porter is a girl who suffers from panic attack that she gets from an accident with her family. She feels tired of her life which always panic in every place. She finally does not panic again because her bestfriend dan her family. Therefore, I want to analyze the character of Penny as a panic attack and the reflection of narcissism.

METHODS OF THE RESEARCH
To analyze this research, I will use qualitative methods. The qualitative methods can be used to analyze the literature by using sociology, and psychological approaches. I use intrinsic such as characterization, plot and setting. Extrinsic is the concept of panic attack and narcissism.

DISCUSSION
Life can be hard, beautiful and messy, but hopefully, it will be long. If we are in the dark, it might feel like we will always be in there. Fumbling. Alone. But we will not feel alone. There are people out there to help us to find the light.

RESULT OF THE RESEARCH
This research can give us something that we can learn in our lives. If we have problem, we must tell to the people around us to get a good advice and avoid to hear bad advice from unknown people. This novel is analyzed through new perspective, psychoanalysis or other concepts which in this study examined the potential for another concepts such as the concepts of self-punishing and guilty action. This research is useful to enrich personality psychology since there is only lack sources, which discuss about the panic attack and narcissism.

SUMMARY
As explained of all methods that I use, it proves the theme of this research which is panic attack and the reflection of narcissism on character Penny in Zoe Elizabeth Sugg Girl Online novel.
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